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World Water Day!
March 22, 2022

Day Overview

The 7th grade as a whole has organized this yearʼs World Water Day at Link Community Charter School.
World Water Day this year was on March 22, 2022 and focused on the importance of water. The leading
non-profit organization LCCS is donating to this year is ʻWater For South Sudanʼ(WFSS). Through the
7th grade novel A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park, the 7th grade scholars learned how water can
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be so useful in everyday life. This sparked a change in heart and the students were not hesitant but
jumped quickly into action and started a schoolwide fundraiser.

Scholar Discussions

7 grade teams, Lewis, Obama, Gonzalez and Gorman have been learning about the Sudanese

Crisis for some time now and are well-informed. We talked to our

Scholars and we learned a lot. Today reporters went around  and

asked engaging questions about water for Sudan and the current

Sudanese Crisis to scholars in the 7th grade. The following

questions are the questions 7th graders were asked and their

responses are summarized below!

How did the Sudanese Crisis begin?

It all started when the Dinka and the Nuer Tribes were in intense disagreements and also looted

from one another constantly.

How were people showing support for Sudan on social media?

Some people change their profile picture to Blue for Sudan in support, other people donate to

organizations like Water For South Sudan (WFSS), and lastly people on

Social Media spread articles and posts about this Sudanese Crisis.

What is selective empathy? What is an example of selective
empathy?

Selective empathy is picking and choosing what information, events, or

conflicts you want to make more significant to yourself. An example of

selective empathy might be choosing caring over men than women for the same task. Another

example might be caring more about one friend than the other.

What can YOU do in order to bring awareness to the Sudanese conflict?

Some things that 7th graders chose to do are donating, having a peaceful protest, sharing with

family and friends, and posting it on social media.
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Water Race Event

7th graders were challenged with an obstacle course set up by Mr. Kennedy! Indeed, the water

race event today was a blast. It was in the idea of the novel 7th graders read about how the

people in Sudan suffered because of the lack of water in their area or the amount of filthy water

they had access to. Scholars were able to visualize a bit of

how one of the novel characters, Nya, had to struggle to get

water for her family, while also having a fun time! Scholars

had to do 15 jumping jacks, throw a bean bag into a hole, run

and build a pyramid on a wheeled platform and next jump

over another 18 in. stack and then carried water on their

back, scholars then jumped over hurdles, then slided side to

side and finally quickly stepped on a few yoga pilates blocks.

A surprising moment when a 7th grade staff joined the race

for her team! Ms. Fevry, a 7th grade substitute teacher here at LCCS stepped in to run for her 

team, team Lewis. She was the only teacher to run. She was very joyful about it and happy to 

help her team out, after the race we had a chance to quickly stop and interview her. Some 

questions we got to ask Ms. Fevry follows below.

What helped motivate you to continue, and push through the 
race?

“I just wanted to help my team, Lewis, the cheers of my team just

kept me going and motivated”

Are there any tips you can give to those who are looking to do 
well in any sporting event?
“Just believe in yourself, when you believe in yourself you can 
conquer anything you want to accomplish”
What would you improve the next time you do something like 
this?

“I would just try to get fit more or go to the gym more often so times like this, for activities I can
be ready anytime”
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